
Director, Planning Frameworks
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39

Sydney NSW 2001

Re: Submission in Respect of

. The Explanation of Intended Effect for the Environment SEPP

2 Recommendations herein

Dear Director of Planning Frameworks at Department of Planning and Environment,

Introduction

This letter has been submitted by Stephen Tieck, stakeholder, resident and lessee of RMS
domestic waterfront facility at 8 Woodward Road Hunters Hill2, ,0.

My freehold property is Lot 10 DP 28180, My foreshore property is sited on the northern shore
of Parramatta River downstream of Gladesville Bridge.

The foreshore is zoned W8 Scenic Waters Passive Use, Sydney Harbour Catchment REP
2005.

I am a stakeholder in Environment SEPP.

The submission of this letter is in response to the current exhibition of the Explanation of
intended Effects (EIE) for the Environment SEPP and specifically relate to the EIE on the
Sydney Regional Environment Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005 (SREP) and its
application in our area.

This letter supports the review of the SREP and the EIE to update the legislation to reflect the
way the harbor and waterways are used whilst ensuring its significance is protected and natural
qualities are retained and improved.

Specifics of Submission

RECOMMENDATION I

That passive boat lifts be permitted in mooring pens provided that

a. The boat lift is wholly within the approved mooring pen
b. The height of the floating boat lift does not exceed 400mm above sea level

thereby being of minimal visual impact
c. The boat lift does not include any crane or or mechanical device but is a

passive float onto which a vessel is driven for passive storage
d. The passive boat lift is of neutral or recessive colour, generally grey or similar

to merge into the visual context of a mooring pen
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Background

in 2005 passive floating boat lifts had not been invented.
in 2005 rigid inflatable boats (RIBS) were less common
New technology has since been developed and embraced by the boating industry and
community with the result that passive boat lifts have been developed and RIBS are very
popular. RIBS are more stable, safer and lighter in weight and more fuel efficient than other
conventional boats. However RIBS are unsuitable for the application of anti-foul paint to the hull
surface.

Advantages

The advantages of passive floating boat lifts for on water storage include
i. eliminate antifouling and ablading of anti-foul into the waterway
ii. reduction in consumption of fuel
iii. more stable boat design

easier accessIV.

Passive boat lifts used for storage are environmentally friendly and visually unobtrusive from the
public waterway if confined to an approved mooring pen, One could expect to see such a low
profile float in a mooring pen without surprise. The elevation of a boat on a passive boat lift in
mooring pen would be approximately 500mm less than the height of a low profile cabin on a
boat. it is stressed that passive boat lifts are not designed and are unsuitable for large boats
and are generally used for RIBS and runabouts.

Categorisation

The 2005 SREP defines Boat Lift means a device used for lifting or steering a vesselout of the
water but does notindude such a device ifit forms part of a boat repair1^1011^ty or commercial
manna

The definition includes active boat lifts such as cranes, davits, hoists and travelifts which are
used to suspend boats whilst work is undertaken. it also includes lifts for boat storage.
RMS has categorized passive floating boat storage systems of low profile as Boat Lift. RMS
permits passive boat lifts at commercial marinas for boat storage but does not permit passive
boat lifts in a private mooring pen for boat storage

We recommend that the planning instrument be amended as above to embrace new technology
and deliver environmental benefits without adversely impacting public benefit.

RECOMMENDATION 2

Repair and replacement of pilings without DA or CDC - to streamline the planning process
and to improve safety on the water, piles which are shown to be part of a lawful structure should
be permitted to be repaired or replaced without need of a Development Consent or Complying
Development Certificate. The exempt and complying development regulatory changes have
been unsuccessful because
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a. the cost of achieving development consent to repair or replace a pile exceeds the
cost of the work, that is SIeaving a pile or replacing a pile. A pile is replaced by
removing the degraded pile and driving a new pile

b. the exorbitant cost of consent discourages regular repair and replacement, and it
works against public safety

c. there is no saving on a CDC over a DA to repair or replace a pile
d. CDC is only available in those zones where the pile does not rely on existing use

(only I in 9 zones can a CDC be utilised)

it is recommended that repair and replacement of a pile be made exempt development if

I. The pile being repaired or replaced is demonstrated to have lawful approval
2. if replaced, the pile is replaced like for like, site for site
3. before work commences approval is granted by RMS to a Review of Environmental

Factors which fulfills I. and 2. above approves the work methodology

Thank you for your time in reviewing my submission and consideration in updating of the EIE
and subsequent Environment SEPP.

Yours Sincerely

Stephen Tieck
8 Woodward Road Hunters Hill NSW 2110

25th January 2018
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